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Lahochi
Now in its second printing, this is the advanced how-to book for the practitioner of
the 13th Octave LaHoChi. Sections include advanced hand positions, and remote
and self healing.This is a companion book to the Advanced 13th Octave LaHoChi
live classes.Linda Dillon, a master 13th Octave LaHoChi practitioner, provides
tips, insight and practical advice on the most powerful energy in the universe.
Now in its seventh printing, this is a how-to book for the practitioner of the energy
healing. Sections include initiation instructions, hands-on treatment, remote and
self healing. There is also a section on the gift of Angel Light Healing. This is an
inspirational book that is now used worldwide. Linda Dillon, a master 13th Octave
LaHoChi practitioner, provides tips, insight and practical advice on the most
powerful energy in the universe. The book gives you the tools to create Nova
Earth and Nova Being. Includes 32 photos and charts.
Le Lahochi est une impressionnante technique de soins nergtiques, reconnue
pour sa simplicit, sa puissance et son efficacit. Accessible tous sans
prrequis, le Lahochi est enseign en une seule journe et donne sans omission
tous les outils ncessaires pour raliser des sances nergtiques d'une qualit
remarquable sur soi-mme et les autres. Toutefois, beaucoup de celles et ceux
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qui la pratiquent mconnaissent une grande partie de son immense potentiel.
C'est en partant de ce constat que Didier COMB a prouv la ncessit de
partager son exprience et ses connaissances du Lahochi ainsi que les
nombreuses dcouvertes qu'il a faites au cours de plusieurs annes de pratique.
Ce livre a t crit pour faire dcouvrir cette incroyable technique nergtique,
mais aussi pour montrer sous un jour nouveau ce merveilleux cadeau des
sphres suprieures toutes celles et ceux qui pratiquent ou enseignent dj le
Lahochi.Un livre unique plus d'un titre !
This is the Second Edition of The Living Light. The Living Light is a revised and
enhanced version of the book Manifest Divinity Through Reiki. It contains two
additional appendices including personal ascension experiences and Reiki
symbols. This book unlocks many ancient secrets of the Order of Melchizedek.
The Living Light contains free attunements or connections to Usui Reiki, New
Usui Reiki, Full Spectrum Healing, Lavender Flame, Silver Violet Flame, Karuna
Ki, Kundalini Reiki, Imara Reiki, Green Tara Seichim, Golden Ray, Gold Reiki,
Shamballa Multi-Dimensional Healing, and an Axiatonal Lines Connection. The
Living Light also contains attunements for Planetary and Cosmic Rays, a guide
on how to send attunements worldwide, how to contact the after-life/channel and
includes a powerful invocation for the Archangels. If there is one book out there
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to prepare you energetically for the great shift of 2012- this is the book. Reclaim
your Divinity today.
Lahochi is an impressive energy healing technique, acknowledged for its
simplicity, its power and its efficiency.Accessible to all without any prerequisite,
Lahochi is taught over a day and gives all necessary tools to practice energy
healings of a remarkable quality for oneself or others.However, many of those
practicing it ignore a great part of its amazing potential. Starting from this
observation, Didier Combé felt the need of sharing his experience and his
knowledge of the Lahochi as well as his many discoveries after several years of
practice.This book was written to help everyone who wants to discover this
wonderful energy technique as well as showing under a different light this
wonderful gift from the higher spheres to anyone already practicing or teaching
Lahochi.Simple and additional techniques will also allow to go further into one's
way to benefit from the Lahochi's energy.Unique channellings will establish a
solid ground in order to understand the foundations and the depth of this energy
system.This book is truly unique, on more than one level!About the authorDidier
COMBÉ is a certified Lahochi Master for more than 10 years. After a career in
human resources, he dedicates himself to promoting and teaching Lahochi, this
exceptional technique, after having made many discoveries and
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channellings.Psychic and channelling several beings of Light, he teaches, in
France, traditional Usui Reiki as well as several other energy systems of the new
golden age. He also proposes energy healings, spiritual coaching, he practices
past life's regressions through Hypnose Spirituelle(R) and he provides sound
healing with Sacred Solfeggio Tuning Forks.
This is the Second Edition of Manifest Divinity Through Reiki. Reiki (pronounced
ray-key) is Japanese for Universal Life Energy. Reiki exists in and around us. A
Reiki healer is able to tap into this limitless energy for the purpose of bringing
others back into wholeness and balance. Reiki can also be sent to heal situations
in the past, present, or future. Reiki protects you from harm. This book contains
free attunements to Usui Reiki, New Usui Reiki, Full Spectrum Healing, Lavender
Flame, Silver Violet Flame, Karuna Ki, Kundalini Reiki, Imara Reiki, Green Tara
Seichim, Golden Ray, Gold Reiki, Shamballa Multi-Dimensional Healing, and an
Axiatonal Lines Connection. The attunements in this book are received instantly
the moment the reader reads the words in this book. There is no limit to what
spiritual energy can do. Spirit is not affected by matter. Live by spirit and matter
will have no control over you. Reclaim your Divinity today.
LahochiDiscover All the Potentials of Lahochi, a Simple Energy Healing System
That Is Accessible to All
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Integrative Reflexology(R) Theory and Practice offers an innovative and in-depth
four theory approach and program for integrating reflexology into massage and
bodywork. Claire Marie Miller's comprehensive approach has been developed
over her last 37 years of practice and teaching.
A friendly book on the power of true engagement. It is for the executive, leader and team
member who desires to create and sustain a culture that makes a meaningful contribution. It is
about personal alignment, collaboration and making a positive impact.
Feast & Famine: Healing Addiction with Grace challenges the idea that our addiction epidemic
is a substance or vice problem, but in reality, it is a chronic suffering problem. To perpetuate
our constant pain, we choose our poison, such as alcohol, drugs, food, social media, to name
a few. Feast & Famine is an addiction and recovery story. It examines both Bulimia and
addiction, in general. The book has a strong focus on the silent epidemic of food addiction for
women and self-persecution by spiritual seekers. As a gifted spiritual author, Robin's guide for
this book is Sophia, the Divine Universal Mother. Sophia has shared that the only addiction on
the planet is to suffering, and by following her Divine Healing path outlined in the book, one
can move from addiction to recovery. By embracing our inherent Divine nature, we can forego
suffering and live a life of recovery and service. Grace is available to each one of us,
regardless of our past mistakes. Now is the time to step forward into a life of joy, peace, love,
and abundance.
In July of 1989, Tashira and Suzane Coronis formed Angelic Outreach to be the first physical
plane expression of the Council of Ein Sophs vision of multi-universal ascension. Angelic
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Outreach was designed to support incarnate Lightworkers to awaken to their multidimensional
vastness, embody Divinity, and to lighten up planet Earth. On May 30, 1994 a dramatic shift
occurred in the Divine Plan for planet Earth. The entire time frame for planetary ascension was
accelerated. In June, 1994, many of you experienced the surfacing of intense survival fear and
enemy patterning, old physical traumas briefly reappeared, time accelerated and you feel
frustrated about completing projects. These energies were emerging out of your genetic
encodements. If you know what is happening to you and know that it is part of a coherent
process, then you feel less crazy. The purpose of "What is Lightbody?" is to allow you to find
your place in that process. Every decision that each of us makes affects the ascension
process. We are co-creative Masters, beings of Light, and we see you as Light Masters also.
Le guide pratique pour découvrir et pratiquer le Lahochi. L'intérêt du Lahochi réside dans sa
facilité d'accès et sa puissance, pour faire circuler l'énergie vitale. Après la lecture de cette
méthode, et quelques heures de pratique, vous pourrez ressentir l'énergie et pratiquer des
séances énergétiques, sur vous-même ou sur les autres. Une méthode concrète, que chacun
peut suivre pas à pas, et qui fonctionne, avec des exercices pour les 5 grandes positions des
mains. Voici les grandes parties du livre : Comprendre le Lahochi (définition, bienfaits
observés, limites, différences avec le Reiki) Le fonctionnement du Lahochi (les trois temps, la
protection énergétique, améliorer sa pratique) Pratiquer (déroulement d'une séance, autotraitement, traitement à distance, choisir son praticien) Olivier Remole, Maître et praticien
Reiki, est l'auteur de plusieurs ouvrages sur les énergies vitales : Reiki Niveau 1, et 2, Les
Chakras, L'Aura : 7 étapes. C'est à partir de son expérience en Reiki qu'il s'est intéressé au
Lahochi.
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La vie nous place dans des situations que nous n'aurions pas voulu vivre. Néanmoins, naître
est un choix que nous avons fait et quand nous avançons spirituellement, on se rend compte
que les épreuves sont là pour nous faire grandir. Oui ! malgré tous les obstacles que nous
rencontrons, oui ! nous pouvons nous en sortir... A la seule condition, de le vouloir par soimême et non à travers les autres. Ce livre, qui retrace la vie de l'auteure, est une ode à la
liberté et à la prise de conscience spirituelle et humaine. L'auteure est une autodidacte qui
s'est construite malgré les difficultés rencontrées. Elle est magnétiseuse, guérisseuse, voyante
médium, enseignante en Reiki et Lahochi. Sa plus grande réussite, outre ses 3 enfants, c'est
la création de son entreprise "Zen'ial" qui lui a permis d'Etre et de transmettre dans l'Amour
inconditionnel de Soi et des autres, dans l'abnégation et la dévotion la plus totale. Nous avons
tous, en nous, un énorme potentiel : c'est celui de guérir l'âme !
This is a how-to book for the practitioner of energy healing. Sections include initiation
instructions, hands-on treatment, remote, and self-healing. There is also a section on the gift of
Angel Light Healing. An inspirational book that is now used worldwide. Linda Dillon, a master
13th Octave LaHoChi practitioner, provides tips, insight and practical advice on the most
powerful energy on the planet.In a unique approach that encourages a cooperative effort
between the healer and healee, 13th Octave LaHoChi explains the healer's role and how they
participate in the healing process.
Flowerspeak offers unique wisdom about the world of flowers and how their spiritual and
medicinal properties can serve each of us. This book provides a beautiful perspective on our
deep connection to the earth. A wonderful read. Marci Shimoff (#1 NY Times Best Selling
Author of Happy for No Reason, Love for No Reason, and Chicken Soup for the Woman’s
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Soul). Flowerspeak shares the role of flowers for your healing and for the evolution of your
unique soul destiny path. You will learn through inquiry and ritual, how to connect more fully
with your natural surroundings, to co-create with non-physical nature beings to make your own
flower preparations, and to listen to the flowers and their "speak," through their subtle
promptings and language.
The mother of Mary Magdalene reveals secrets of biblical times and energetic keys to your
own empowerment. Ever wondered if there might be ancient knowledge to support you in living
your Divine heritage and helping to create a better world? Have you suspected there's more to
learn about biblical times and the roles played by women? Have you wished for a skilled,
compassionate guide to activate and nurture your spiritual growth to new levels? In The Third
Mary, Mary Magdalene's mother brings to life her experience of raising an empowered,
paradigm-shifting woman during patriarchal biblical times, as well as knowledge from the past,
present and future, to help you to embrace your own full empowerment. Through the visions,
memories, parables, and advice found in the messages received by experienced channel
Roslyn Elena McGrath, you'll be immersed in stories offering concrete examples of core
concepts, learn specific practices, witness impactful personal elements of biblical times, and
receive energetic keys for unlocking your potential greatness as an integral part of the larger
whole. The voice of a spiritual adept working silently behind the scenes for eons to help us
achieve our greater good is heard here as never before, sharing her story as both a mother
and a spiritual teacher. The Third Mary's visionary yet down-to-earth messages are presented
verbatim, bringing forth Mary Magdalene's mother's wisdom, strength and compassion, her
Divinity and humanity, in service to your own. Discover how the mother of a ground-breaking
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woman and spiritual teacher beyond time can help you to more fully live your Divine
humanness and offer your best to our planetary evolution.
"Everybunny needs a puppy!" This delightfully illustrated children's book tells of a young bunny
learning just how much energy a puppy requires. Once the excitement of his new pet wears
off, the bunny finds that playing as often as the puppy would like is not always convenient.
Puppy begins to play on his own--in anywhere from Mommy's pantry to Nana's knitting basket!
Fed up with everyone telling him to go "play with puppy," the bunny tells Puppy to go away, but
what will he do when puppy actually disappears? In the 4th installment of theGrowing with
Familyseries, Steven L. Layne and Ard Hoyt bring to light the realities of caring for an animal
while preserving the timeless joy of a new pet!
Illness is caused by an imbalance in the body. Are you naturally inspired about your life? Do
you consciously take care of your health and well-being? When you wake up in the morning,
what are your first thoughts? How do you spend your days? If money, freedom and health
were no object, how would you spend your days? Do you ever feel powerful and vital? What is
a feeling of power and vitality like? What is a generic, mundane life like? Is that you? Are you a
big consumer of pop culture entertainment and useless material goods like home décor? One
thing is certain, your life is lived alone in your head therefore it's up to you. You create your
own attitudes therefore your own biochemistry as I discuss elsewhere. Joy breeds the release
of more neurotransmitters in your head that give you greater joy while depression depresses
your biochemistry even more. The bottom line to a full, powerful life is to what extent are you
naturally inspired?
The book contains 30 descriptive chapters dealing with a specific language contact situation.
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The chapters follow a uniform organisation format, being the narrative version of a standard
comprehensive questionnaire previously distributed to all authors. The questionnaire targets
systematically the possibility of contact influence / grammatical borrowing in a full range of
categories. The uniform structure facilitates a comparison among the chapters and the
languages covered. The introduction describes the setup of the questionnaire and the
methodology of the approach, along with a survey of the difficulties of sampling in contact
linguistics. Two evaluative chapters, each authored by one of the co-editors, draws general
conclusions from the volume as a whole (one in relation to borrowed grammatical categories
and meaningful hierarchies, the other in relation to the distribution of Matter and Pattern
replication).
Eternal Spirit is a compilation of sacred work for initiates on the spiritual path. It contains
unlimited Alpha Omega Healing sessions for humans and for animals, an Alpha Omega Healer
Activation attunement (and directions to enable you to heal yourself and others), an Axiatonal
Lines Connection (removes all seals and veils enabling your full Spirit to manifest), a powerful
invocation connecting directly to the Archangels (Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel) and over 45
powerful attunements including the Orb of Life and detailed information on the Light bodies.
Eternal Spirit also includes how to contact the after-life, channel, send attunements and
healing energies world-wide and includes connections to the Planetary and Cosmic Rays. This
is the book for initiates and spiritual guides during times of transformation and ascension.
Todo discipulo necesita un guia que le muestre el camino, y generalmente esta guia se ha
considerado que la dan las religiones y filosofias del mundo, sin embargo a la luz del Maestro
Interno las guias del mundo palidecen, pues el Maestro Interno te habla sobre tu caso
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especifico y su guia es exactamente lo que tu necesitas. Maestro Interno, Todos Podemos
Hablar con Dios es un dialogo del autor con el Maestro Interno en el cual el primero formula
las preguntas y el segundo responde, pero en el mundo ya hay algunos libros asi, lo que hace
a este libro algo realmente innovador es el hecho de que ensena como lograr este tipo de
comunicacion. De acuerdo con el Maestro Interno, una gran parte de la humanidad ya esta
lista para dar este salto cuantico y comenzar a comunicarse espiritualmente en forma elevada
de modo que puedan seguir la guia interna y pasar al siguiente nivel de consciencia: La Paz.
TouchAbilities takes a unique approach to the universal and recurring concepts and techniques
that are represented in the various schools of massage therapy. This guide offers a unified
theory of body work techniques that will help users develop essential skills necessary to this
field. With the use of engaging illustrations, and multidimensional content, this integral and
informative book will change the way touch is taught, learned and perceived.
"Come and teach with me where I AM," Yeshua beckoned Robin once again. She listened in
awe as this highly-revered Ascended Master (most often referred to as Jesus) had returned
with another request. Robin Clare had successfully completed Yeshua's request to write her
first book, Messiah Within - A Guide to Embracing Your Inner Divinity. In this second request,
He was asking Robin to expand beyond her role as spiritual author into the role of spiritual
teacher. It was not enough to just talk the talk of Spirituality as an author. Yeshua was asking
her to walk the walk of Spirituality as a teacher. To move from talking to walking required Robin
to align her day-to-day life with her spiritual life. It was from this place of alignment that she
unlocked the 18 Keys to living a life that is connected and guided by the Divine.
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being they seek in their everyday lives. With every issue,Yoga Journal strives to inform and
empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their bodies and minds. We are
dedicated to providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics such as yoga, food, nutrition,
fitness, wellness, travel, and fashion and beauty.

For two millennia, mankind has searched for The Messiah—sometimes characterized as
a mythical being, sometimes a real person ... even someone who has not yet arrived in
our midst. Messiah Within follows the ten-year journey of Robin Clare, a Jewish spiritual
seeker, as she is guided by Yeshua ben Yosef (whom many call Jesus) to a knowing
that the Messiah she had been searching for was already within her own inner
divinity—as it is for all of us. In this book, Yeshua reveals a lifechanging process for each
person to follow, to help you connect to your own Messiah Within. Yeshua shows us
how to engage in a new way of living called the “Messiah Consciousness.” Yeshua
invites you to step onto the path of global Oneness and be part of a new movement to
usher in an unprecedented era of personal and world peace.
Get ready to slip on your psychic walking shoes and follow Louisa into the unseen
world around us. Ramble through tales of dead relatives who insist on having the last
annoying word, ghosts behaving badly, inspiring near-death experiences, and dreams
foretelling the future. Along the way, youll find comfort, laughter, and some spinetingling moments that may have you looking over your shoulder! A great guilty pleasure
for those who love reading true paranormal tales. Concetta Bertoldi, renowned psychic
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medium and New York Times bestselling author of Do Dead People Watch You
Shower? When Ronnie attempted suicide, his departed father rushed back to prevent it.
Christine peered into her daughters room one day to discover her childs invisible friend
was real. Linda dreamed about a shoot-out at a local barand that may have been what
saved her life the next day. This sequel to Loitering at the Gate to Eternity chronicles
more than one hundred psychic tales from everyday people working in the fields of
science, education, finance, entertainment, pastoral services, and more. It also
highlights scientific studies into consciousness, near-death experiences, and
reincarnation. When you finish reading this astonishing anthology, you may never view
reality the same way again.
Learn ways how to release anxiety and nurture your self-care wisdom so you can let go
of self-doubt and trust within. Loving Who You Are is the essential self-care and selflove companion, in less than 50 pages.
This book describes ancient and new holistic modalities of practitioner-applied
bodywork and revitalizing self-care practices that illuminate our human potential and
awaken our ability to attain and maintain perfect health and well-being.
The New children come in all varieties, Indigo, Crystal, Octarines, Magenta, Star and
there will be many more. They all have one thing in common, they live, move and
breathe in the reality of wholeness. They show us a new harmony, a tapestry of Divine
Law. Any interruption in the way they process life with this harmonious flow and ebb of
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energy literally causes them to 'bounce off the walls'. There is need to understand the
way their energy moves and functions, so it may be used in a productive way. This is a
worldwide phenomenon. "New Children of Earth' reveals 22 "Creation Codes', rhythms
of consciousness belonging to the New children, the way they move, function, maintain
balance, accelerate their development and most important the way they bring
knowledge into wisdom and love to humanity. This is break-through information on how
children are born with an expanded spirit of wholeness for the creation of a new reality.
This information helps parents and professionals deal with one of the most important
issues of our times, our children and their multi-dimensional abilities. Presently, the twodimensional way of teaching children is causing great confusion for them, resulting in
ADHD and other psychological symptoms. Any interruption in the natural flow of
information received, transmitted and translated causes the children to literally, 'climb
the walls'. The souls coming to earth need us to help them activate these formless
spiritual Cycles of Love to sustain their life's purpose. CODES The energy patterns of
this new consciousness, provides us with codes, Creation Codes, birthed in the New
children, in accordance with the love and harmony of Universal Law, expanding and in
harmony with all galaxies. The coupling of polarity is bringing about a change in the
way we engage with Universal Law. IMPULSE Together the codes are called,
'IMPULSE', which is the nature of this expanded system. The movements of each code
weave the vibrations, pulses of sound and color as they flow in and out of the body.
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Each code can be done separately, however, when the codes are connected, they form
a tapestry with a specific order and sequence, like a Mandela. The codes open up the
phenomenon of the New children, showing us how to understand and experience them,
using their way of learning to carry them forward. The codes help us move our
consciousness into the future and thereby apply to everyone. They are diagnostic and
or treatment tools. The pulses emanate from the heart of One directly into the heart of
all creating unity, harmony and inter-connectedness. The properties of each code are
presented pictorially with 22 drawings, which are done, showing children gesturing,
making the information more understandable. Jean has three self-published
publications: A New Art of Movement: Circle Math: Cycles of Love-Unfolding in the first
year of life. She is presently working a fifth book; The Diamond of Education-What Kind
Of Education Would Result If We Learned In The Way We Are Created? And the latest
book on, "The Growing of a Child" These are all part of: New Children Creation Series
This is a nonfiction manuscript, a positive self-help manual for parents and
professionals who find themselves frustrated by children they do not always understand
In Northeast Medicinal Plants, herbalist Liz Neves is the reader's trusted guide to
finding, identifying, harvesting, and using 111 of the region’s most powerful wild plants.
Readers will learn how to safely and ethically forage, and how to use wild plants in
herbal medicines including teas, tinctures, and salves. Plant profiles include clear, color
photographs, identification tips, medicinal uses and herbal preparations, and harvesting
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suggestions. Lists of what to forage for each season makes the guide useful yearround. Thorough, comprehensive, and safe, this is a must-have for foragers, naturalists,
and herbalists in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
A compilation of international author and channeler Linda Dillon's work with the 13
chakras system. This book is designed to accompany the CD or download by the same
name, "Chakras as Portals."
This isn't another book about Jesus - this book is Jesus talking directly to us, reminding
us that his messages of love have never changed. Jesus is inviting us to walk with him
once again and hear his messages for the twenty-first century. Jesus takes our hand
and reminds us about the true meaning of love-love of self, family, neighbors, our
planet and Mother/Father/One Source. He is doing so by talking about his own life
experiences on Earth. He is answering up many of the unanswered questions we have
had about his life. Jesus once again reaches out to us, in modern language and with
practical advice and insights. He is calling out to all people of the planet to hear his
words again-his messages for the twenty-first century.
The New You is YOU! - in all your integrated, multi- and interdimensional glory. Come on a
brand new, exciting journey into your true self - your true inner and outer being - and bring forth
your innate birthright and essence. As respected channel for the Council of Love and author of
"The Great Awakening", Linda Dillon guides you through previously uncharted territory within
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your own mind, heart and soul with her latest informative and inspired book.Discover how The
New You can live each and every day from a place of joy, hope and grace as you embody love
and live in alignment with the Universal Laws and the Divine Qualities.Learn how to anchor the
wholeness of your complete being as you become the totality of The New You – your unique,
ever-evolving inter-dimensional self.Allow The New You to become a leader – a wayshower in the re-patterning of old-into-new paradigm human beliefs, systems and behavior.Give The
New You the skills and understanding you need to help co-create and build a caring, abundant
new world for not only you, your family and your friends but, importantly, for all
humanityThrough channelings from the Archangels - including Michael, Raphael, Uriel,
Jophiel, Gabrielle - and the Divine Mother; practical life exercises and insights; powerful, coded
initiations and attunements. The book includes a series of eight exclusive and essential
downloadable MP3 guided meditations, Linda Dillon and her heavenly gifts walk you through a
life-changing process to help you to break free, unearth and be The New You.
Qu'est-ce que l'énergie Comment la ressentir ? Faut-il avoir un don pour soigner à l'aide de
ses seules mains ? Depuis la nuit des temps, les soins énergétiques puisent leurs racines
dans le chamanisme, l'ayurvéda, la médecine traditionnelle chinoise, le magnétisme... C'est
dans cette vision holistique inspirée des médecines traditionnelles et de la physique quantique
moderne - que se situe le système de Soins Energétiques Premium, élaboré par le docteur
Bodin. Il nous livre ici des techniques simples, applicables à tous, aux résultats rapides et
quasi immédiats, pour apporter des soulagements aux petits maux de tous les jours, mais
aussi gérer des situations plus difficiles. Tout le monde, sans exception, peut les pratiquer, car
tout le monde a de l'énergie... Grâce à ce livre unique, chacun pourra s'initier aux soins
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énergétiques, en suivant le déroulement des soins, étape par étape, en images. Le DVD est
une aide précieuse pour parfaire les gestes et améliorer la compréhension, grâce aux
commentaires de l'auteur. Il présente également une séance de soins énergétiques complète,
véritable support de travail pour soigner avec l'énergie dans les règles de l'art.
The Complete Tarot is a guidebook to the learning Tarot. Angie Yingst has been reading tarot
for over 25 years, and teaching for the last five years. This workbook is for beginners,
dabblers, and seasoned Tarot readers. Angie starts by introducing you to the Rider-Waite deck
and how to approach looking at the cards through numerology, colors, and actions. Then she
moves through each card with keywords, stories, and explanations of each card. The
Complete Tarot helps you associate works, archetypes, and ideas with each card, so you can
read Tarot "off book." Angie goes into detail about reading reversed cards, and how to read a
full Celtic Cross layout.This workbook is the companion book to Angie's nine-week online Tarot
class. She also included a suggested self-study guide to walk through the Tarot on your own.
In the self-study guide, Angie explains how she approaches her classes and what homework
she assigns each week. Following this outline, you will be reading Tarot "off book" in 10 weeks!
The Beauty of Wings is a magical true story of inner transformation. It unravels the details of
author Alexandra Mika’s healing journey, from an excruciatingly painful childhood of bullying,
exclusion, and asthma to her mid-twenties filled with anorexia, pneumonia, panic, and
suffocation to near death. Through dedication and determination Alexandra propels herself out
of dark waters and comes home to her natural state of bliss, radiant health, and love. Journey
with Alexandra on a pilgrimage of self-awakening through Reiki (energy healing), a profound
connection with an extraordinary horse, connecting deeply with the natural world, yoga, and
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learning to love herself unconditionally. Through the metaphor of lungs as butterfly wings,
readers journey from the dark isolation of the cocoon into the freedom and majestic nature of
the butterfly. The Beauty of Wings reveals the unlimited potential of the human spirit and the
capacity within the heart for healing, transformation, and unconditional love. “The Beauty of
Wings is the story of an incredible journey of inner awakening, a story concerned with the task
of learning to love oneself. This remarkable young woman has achieved what we would call
“speaking oneself into being” through aligning her inner and outer speech with positive
thinking and rising above any and all of life’s obstacles through determination. Her true story
demonstrates the power of consistent positive thoughts to heal the body, heal the mind, and to
positively change one’s life.” —Pia Smith Orleane & Cullen Baird Smith, authors of
Conversations With Laarkmaa, Remembering Who We Are and The Return of the Feminine.
“With great courage and honesty, Alexandra shares from the heart her story of struggle and
pain, to surrender, healing and empowerment. From suffering to triumph, she speaks her truth
and grows her wings to fly to new heights spreading the message of hope and beauty, as do
the butterflies that have always been with her.” —Tara Cindy Sherman, ERYT-500
Ce livre contient 28 Puissantes initiations Reiki préparées pour vous. Toutes les initiations sont
prêtes à être reçues par tout lecteur mondial de ce livre. Sont inclus Reiki Usui, Nouveau Reiki
Usui, Guérison Spectre Global, Flamme Lavande, Flamme Violette Argent, Karuna Ki, Reiki
Kundalini, Reiki Imara, Seichim Tara Verte, Rayon Doré, Reiki Or, Guérison
Multidimensionnelle Shamballa, Connexion aux Lignes Axiatonales, Reiki Bouddha de la
Médecine, Orbe De Vie, Connexion Joie et Bonheur du Moi Supérieur, et Session de Guérison
Alpha Oméga. Ce livre contient des introductions aux modalités mais n'en contient pas de
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manuel de formation détaillé. Les manuels sont disponibles (en anglais) sur le réseau social
City of Shamballa.
This book is a compilation of messages and poetry received over the course of three years.
This was a magical, unfolding process, each message coming at the perfect time in my
experience. There are poems for each lesson which help the reader integrate the feeling and
deeper understanding of each lesson.
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